What could be better than the smell of fresh, warm bread throughout
your meal? A bread warmer not only keeps your bread warm, but it
also makes an interesting center piece for your table. It makes a
great gift for your parents, too. To begin this exciting project, turn to
the next page.

Tools / Materials
 18 inch by 18 inch piece of fabric
 Scissors
 Thread (a color of your choice)
 Pins
 Sewing machine
 Basic sewing book
 Iron (optional)

Definitions
*
Right side: the side of the fabric you like the best
and want to see when the bread warmer is
finished.
+
Wrong side: the side you do not want to see.

Step 1:



Folded
Edge

Place the fabric with the right side* facing up.
Fold the left edge of the fabric onto the right
edge to make a rectangle.
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Step 2:


Fold the bottom edge of the rectangle onto the
top edge to make a square.
Folded Edge
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Step 3:


Folded Edge
Fold the upper left corner of the square onto the
lower right corner to make a triangle.
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Step 4:





Cut out the pattern found on the last page.
Place the longer straight edge of the pattern
along the fold made in Step 3.
Attach the pattern to the fabric using several pins.

Fabric

The Pattern

Step 5:




Keep this
Cut along the pattern’s edge (bold line in the
diagram). Keep the portion with the pattern
attached to it.
Remove the pins from the fabric and unfold.
unfold

Step 6:
Caution! If you do not know how to use a sewing
machine, get help from your instructor.




Adjust the sewing machine to perform a tight
zigzag pattern.
Carefully sew the zigzag patter around the edge
of the bread warmer.
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Step 7 (Optional):


Add trim or appliqués by either ironing or by
stitching. (See basic sewing book for help with
stitching.)

To use the bread warmer, place the wrong side+ of the bread warmer in the bread basket. Add rolls or slices of
bread, and fold up each of the ends over the bread so the right sides of the flaps are on top. Enjoy!!!
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